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From: Jerry L
To: Schwarz, Pete
Subject: Jerry Lee PC 17-5
Date: Friday, July 21, 2017 2:26:04 PM
Attachments: Golf Course.rtf

City council #2.rtf
City council #4.rtf
City council #5.rtf

Good afternoon Peter Schwarz,

Thank you for your correspondence regarding the matter PC 17-5.

Throughout time I have composed four letters to Deerfield Beach City Council
opposing the development proposals of Crystal Lake Golf Club.  Until new information
is reveled; with the combination of these four letters, I believe I have created a
comprehensive argument opposing the development proposal.  I have reviewed the
videos of my presentations to City Council and the content of my letters that are on
record with the City; there is nothing I want to change.  I believe that collectively, all
four letters deliver a well-rounded argument with strong messages for all County
Commissioners to read.

Please, I request all four letters (collectively as one argument) be submitted to the
County Commission for review on this matter; PC 17-5, which is to be decided upon
at the August 22nd meeting.  The referenced news articles and Broward County
Official Records Book pages noted in the letters are important components.  Please
let me know if you are able to access and include these references for the review.

Sincerely,
Jerry Lee

4311 Crystal Lake Dr. #302
Deerfield Beach, FL 33064
phone # 561-329-7564

mailto:PSCHWARZ@broward.org





1st Letter                                                                                                            April 4th, 2017

I am here to discuss the development proposals to displace an existing beautiful golf course called Crystal Lake Golf Club located in Deerfield Bch. Florida.  This once was a thriving community boasting two golf courses.  Now it is a community in need of revitalization that needs to save the last remaining golf course.

To begin, the highest and best use of the land is just what it is now, a golf course.  Although there is a portion of society who despise the game of golf, a vast majority will contend for this golf course to remain as the highest and best use of the land.   Last September; despite the numerous oppositions of the people who attended the city council meeting,  our prior city council passed the first of two stages to change the zoning laws for a housing development to take place of the golf course.   This should never be allowed.

Secondly, if the owners of the golf course are un-able to operate with a profit; then just like any other business in America that is un-able to operate with a profit, they must cut their losses and sell out.  And so if the owners can not find a buyer, then the City needs to step in and make the purchase.   A Deerfield Beach Municipal Country Club will be a great enhancement for the City. 

Now some council members cite reports on the growing trend of golf courses; including municipal golf courses,  that are going out of business and it would be unwise or difficult for us to take on such a venture.   There is validity in this arguement.  But if we are to laydown to this arguement, then we will eventually anihilate all golf courses to development.  This is where the urgency begins.  Crystal Lake Golf Course is the last affordable golf course in Deerfield Beach that is available for the public.  All other courses in Deerfield Beach have been anihilated.

And this is where I need to claim; - Every great city has a great Municipal Country Club.  There are numerous Municipal Country Clubs that are operating in the positive.  We need to to study these successful municipalities along with those that have failed and create a much needed and highly beneficial Deerfield Beach Municipal Country Club at Crystal Lake.  With this being a Municapal course, we will be able to offer extra-curicular activities to the students besides the tainted football activities.  We will be able to offer golf camps to all ages.  As the City boasts to be in the top 10 cities in Florida, a competitive golf team will be a great addition to our ranking.

Along with the golf course, we need to provide for practice and teaching facilities.  More specifically, we need to provide a driving range and putting green as well.  It is crucial for the success.  Currently, construction of a condominium complex has begun on a portion of this golf course that once was used as the driving range.  Some how, our past commissioners suspicially passed the zoning laws for this specific piece of the golf course to be developed.   Now as our past council has made this detrimental decision, just as any other entity that has made detrimental decisions, a price is to be paid.  

I beleive, our new City Council and Mayor of Deerfield Beach must call for an emergency moratorium on all construction on the land that is or 'once was' associated with Crystal Lake Golf Course.  For the better good of the people, this is a small price that must be paid by the City in order to reclaim and maintain the highest and best of the land. -A Golf Facility!

Jerry Lee






2nd Letter                                                                            June 6th, 2017

Bravo to Mr. Joe Miller!  At the last Coucil meeting concerning the matter of waste and recylcing, Mr Miller portrayed the type of cuorageous leadership that the people need, admire, and fully support.  Mr. Miller mentioned how several years ago Deerfield Beach was the leader of municipalities regarding recycling efforts.  That we should return to this leadership position among the municipalities and perhaps even provide a model to the nation.  Bravo Mr. Miller.  There are too many brilliant minds cultivating in our younger generations and too many advances in technology for us to not create better pacakaging products and recycling processes by now.  I support you fully and hope you continue to press forward.

Now I would like you and council to extend this type of courageous leadership and apply it to another matter.  But first;  it is very important that we realize and accept the fact, there is much more value to an affordalble public golf course than the actual monetary revenues that are produced.  (And if you are unable to acknowledge this, then I believe you are unfit to be on the council.)  I want to clarify the status of Deer Creek Country Club.  Yes this golf course is available to the public, but the core foundation of that club is the semi-private membership.  That means the price for the public to play is extremely high.  Ninety percent of your citizens will never even consider to play golf at their prices.  This is the one golf club for the wealthy.  

Not having time to discuss the travesty that is occurring in the largely gated, 55+ retirement community in Century Village where the last of their golf courses are planned to be annihilated, where vivaciousness has diminished, where property values have drastactly been reduced with no hopes to return, especially without a golf course; all that possibly remains for Deerfield Beach is Crystal Lake golf club.  The last, affordable, truly public golf club.

Tomorrow morning you must call for an emergency moratorium on the construction that has begun on the driving range portion of Crystal Lake golf course.  Pay the appropriate settlement to the developers.  Reclaim all of the land back to Commercial Recreational.  And then place a Referendum on the property to forever, here-on be used solely as a golf course.

Now I would like to discuss our past election cycles.  Mayor Ganz, you mentioned at a Democratic Club meeting; that during your past campaign for the non-patisan position of Mayor, you encountered more partisan anger from the people during this election cycle than ever before.  You attributed this anger resulting from the recent Presidential processes in Washington D.C.   Mayor Ganz, is this a fair summary?  I would like to focus that attention as to how this anger is deeply rooted within the local government processess.

To do this, I would like to reference the individual, independant study conducted by Mr. Bernie Parness.  He found; from the past nine golf courses located throughout Broward and Palm Beach counties that were proposed for development and opposed by the people, the people's record is 0-9.  Not once have the people been able to save a golf course from development.    

Yes, there have been  economic downtrends;  global downtrends, national downtrends and golf industry specific downtrends. 

The real underlying trend is that wealthy investor groups have taken advantage of the economic downtrends and purchased all of the golf courses at very low prices.  They have the money, the power, and the time.  Then they would deliberately provide minimal or no maintenance to the golf course.  They 'cry wolf' that they can not make a profit.   And so finally they wil badger and/or swindle the local government and influence changes to the land use and zoning codes.   I believe this is criminal business practice.  These wealthy investor groups have adversly affected the local economy, adversly affected the local government process, and adversly affected the local quality of life. 

And for the City to use the reasoning that the owners of the golf course are going out of business in order to change the land use and zoning codes, is viewed by the people as just another form of 'Government Bail-out'.  Of course the people are angry, -angry with our own local government.



Now, in addition to this past election cycle was the position for City Council in District #3.  Mr. Parness ran to replace the incumbant with the campaign to save Crystal Lake from development.  His campaign was set forth throughout the community.  The community spoke up, they went to the voting polls, and elected Mr. Bernie Parness to City Council.  The majority of District #3 do not want Crystal Lake to be developed.  Mayor Ganz, Council; you do not have the support of the people to develop this land.

A result of Mr. Parness' election was his selection and Council's unanimous approval of me to the Planning and Zoning Board.  Thank you very much.  This is a tremendous honor for me.  I would like to read the mission statement located on the City's website in the section for the Planning and Zoning Board.

"To plan and facilitate quality development and redevelopment, promote neighborhood sustainability, and facilitate the enhancement of the human and natural environment of the City"

If I had a few more minutes to speak, I would break down each portion of  this compact  yet powerful mission  statement and describe how developing the last of our green space goes against every portion of the mission statement.  I would describe how every reason to save Crystal Lake and Crystal Lake Golf Club supports every aspect of the mission statement.  And I would describe how the community of Crystal Lake and many more communities throughout Deerfield Beach more importantly need some type of re-development and re-vitalization. 

For many of us will contend that Deerfield Beach has already been developed to full capacity.  That we can not handle any more increases in population.  I would like to remind the Mayor and Council that our city is confined by a set boundary.  We have a limited amount of space that we must sustain.  Tear down this golf course and there will be no going back.

Do not get blinded by the investors and developers sales pitch.  For example, they claim they will add more afordable housing for Deerfield Beach in their plans.  This is in addition to the requirements that the City has already fulfilled. First of all, the developers are going to use the waiting game and ask the council to change this stipulation some time in the future.   Secondly, since the City has already fulfilled the fair housing requirement, is evidence that we have already reached full development in our City.

Another blinding sales pitch is that they will be able to improve traffic conditions after development.  With their complicated and manipulative algorithm's they say adding another traffic signal will offset the increase of population.  The people see 500 homes proposed for the golf course, plus 500 condominiums on the driving range, plus another traffic signal and you expect us to believe traffic conditions will be improved?  This sales pitch is just an insult to common sense.  Of course the people are angry.  

For the better good of the people, to ensure a healthy future for Deefield Beach, please cut our losses now and call for a moratorium on the beginning stages of that construction at Crystal Lake Golf Course.  Be the courageous leader that the people need, admire and fully support.



Jerry Lee             4311 Crystal Lake Dr. #302

                              Deerfield Bch. FL 33064








Third letter                                                                                       July 5, 2017

To City Commission,

I am uncomfortable presenting myself in opposition to these development plans of Crystal Lake golf course, this is not something I ordinarily do.  My passion on this subject certainly affects my public speaking skills.  All be it, I stand by every thing I have written on paper.  And at the same time, I find it very concerning how the representing attorney of  the development proposal has found so much comfort in lobbying land use changes.  I perceive that he solicits such grand changes to our environment and economy with the greatest of ease.

I am allowed three minutes to speak per meeting and now I submit a third letter; for the record, adding more to the list of disputes and contradictions.  Yet the attorney has the ability to respond to all matters at a meeting with no time limit.  I find this to be un-fair.  His top priority is not in the best interest of the people but rather the highest profit that he and the development group can obtain.



To add to the contradictions, the attorney promises side-walks and safe travel for bicycles in his proposal.  This is a wonderful selling point.  Some how we lost focus that this promise is only for his proposed privately gated community.  Nothing will be of benefit to the existing community.  As a matter of fact, this will just increase the chance of fatality for those who are currently neglected from a complete side walk and safe bicylce passage.

And this proposal to build a new fire station;  is something that the City has also neglected for many years, for which the City should be able to fulfill without the addition of another new housing development. 

A furhter selling point the attorney boasts upon is that the density of his proposed community will be of much less density than what the existing community embraces;  that it will be so much better than what is here now.  I challenge this exclamation as well.  There is a reason why this community was planned and developed the way it is with compact medium-high density residences.  

Surrounded by Green Rd., Military Trail, Sample Rd., and Powerline Rd., with the trash dump right across the street;  there are just a few access roads designed to accomodate this high density community.  All of which has been fully developed with the concept to encompass a golf course.  This ammenity is the space buffering such high density residencies and traffic.  This ammenity is part of the community. To take away this ammenity; this buffer, will negate everything for which this community was originally conceived.  I would like to provide evidence of this by referencing Official Records Book 3867 pages 435 and 437 as provided in my title insurance documents to my condominium unit on Crystal Lake Dr.



Senator Gary Farmer and Representative Patricia Williams held a Town Hall meeting this past June.  They negotiate our State budget.  As Senator Farmer is assigned to the Committee of Environmental Preservation and Conservation, he stated at the Town Hall meeting,  - 'Most counties in Florida have turned down State funding to repair their county septic systems.  Reasoning  that they do not want to become the next Broward County.  In the sense; with clean water comes unwanted development into their small - sleepy towns.' 

I find this to be a horrible reputation.  These counties would rather infect their clean water rather than be over-run by development as exemplified in Broward County where the community of Crystal Lake is the perfect scenario.   But we have a chance to change this reputation.

This is our chance to become a real leader of municipalities.  A chance to perhaps even provide a  model to the nation.  Put a stop to these un-wanted development proposals and call for an emergency moratorium on the construction at the driving range portion of Crystal Lake golf course.  Commissioner Battle, Commissioner Miller, please, you have within your power to change your mind about this matter and reconsider what is best for the people.  Please make this motion and the 2nd.

If financing is a factor, then we should solicit the County and State for funding.  Maybe we should consider conserving this property as Public Land.  Ten, Twenty, Fifty years from now, Deerfield Beach will be grateful that we saved this small little goffing coummunity of Crystal Lake.  Let us take the time to re-evaluate what is best for our future and put a halt to this current construction.



Mayor Ganz, this past June at the Broward County Planning Council meeting, where you are a member of the Board;  after I spoke of how Commissioner Parness won his election on the campaign to save Crystal Lake, you then made it clear to the Council that the people do support this development proposal.  

I have talked to those people in my community and I asked them why they support this housing development?  It is that they are afraid of what the golf course owners will do to the property through neglect.  That atleast the developers will make the land look pretty.  Then I ask, would it be nice to have a golf course?  What if the City were to take over and make it a Municipal Golf Club?  They would say yes; that would be great, but the City would never do that!  So it is through fear and lack of faith for which the foundation of support is created.  This is not a healthy democratic process. 

Also Mayor Ganz, you give heart-felt statements as to how sad you are to see golf courses go to the way-side.  How golf courses were part of the background everywhere while growing up.  If you truly feel this way, then you must be able to find the value in providing (saving) at least one affordable public golf course with a driving range, (all pre-existing within a mere 120 acres) to a City consisting of over 10,000 acres and 77,000 people.  Just one affordable public golf course.  Crystal Lake golf course is our last chance.  

Please Mayor Ganz, whatever has happened in the past can not be changed.  What we have here in the present is an opportunity to do what is correct for our future.  Please call for that moratorium.  We will find the financing to save and revitalize this community and city.



To finish with my concerns, our past City Council member Mr. Rosenzwieg has now been selected to the Broward County Planning Council.  Since he has found a way to continue in public service, I must point out that his projections on the population growth for Deefield Beach is to increase by 40,000 to 50,000.  This would be a 66% increase!  As the National growth average for the past eight years has been 1.8%, the discrepancy between projections and past average is alarming.  If these population projections are to become true, then we will certainly become the next;  over-crowded, un-desirable Los Angeles, California.  -We must preserve this small golfing community of Crystal Lake.



Truly yours,

Jerry J. Lee II                4311 Crystal Lake Dr. #302
















4th Letter To Council,                                                      July 20th, 2017

Thank you for considering more contradictions and opposition to the housing development proposal at Crystal Lake Golf Club.

First, our government leaders have been telling people that this proposition is a done deal.  By telling people that this is a done deal is an attempt to discourage people from voicing their opinion of opposition. This is a bullying tactic.  It is not a done deal!  The Broward County Commission is to make their second and final decision on this matter, on August 22nd, 10:00am.  If it passes there, then it goes back to the City for their second and final decision.  This is the normal process, but...

Recently I have learned that legally, the devolopment group may petition the City to decide on this matter ahead of schedule;  before the Broward County Commission makes their second and final decision.  So right now; currently, the representing attorney of the development group is lobbying our City Council for their support in order to petition for this matter to be decided at the August 15th City Council meeting.   Legally they will be able to provide to the public the minimal two week notice.  This goes against the normal process and is another example of a bullying tactic being used to push a development proposal through with minimal opposition.  It begs the question, is this indicative as to how past development proposals were passed?

Secondly, yes, the national golf association did report on the declining  trend of golf courses.  But they did not forecast total annihilation.  In addition to that same report, they also state that 'The number of players continues to increase'.  (Reference the article "Golf Courses Declining as hundreds of homes rise" by Brittany Wallman - Sun Sentinel, March 22nd, 2017).  Those who support this housing development and the representing attorney for the developers fail to mention this part of that report.

Since Deerfield Beach has obliterated three out of five golf courses, they have created a monopoly for Crystal Lake Golf Club to be the only affordable golf course in Deerfield Beach!  Basic economics describes what happens when demand goes up and supply goes down.  I firmly beleive that we have hit the bottom of this decline in golf courses and have reached an optimal level of supply and demand.  Soon, we will be sorry for not having enough golf courses.

Third, the owners of the golf course claim they are operating in the negative.  In their most recent application, they state it as 'an underutilized golf course'.   I say this is false!  Crystal Lake Golf Course has been busy this summer.  4th of July was packed full of players.  This may be due to a new groundskeeper properly maintaining the golf course, thus causing players to return.   (Reference the article "Crystal Lake Golf Club celebrates 52 years" by Gary Curreri - The Observer, February 2nd, 2017).  This supports my theory of the original owners deliberately providing minimal or no maintenance to the golf course in order to maipulate a reason for a land use change.

Fourth, those community meetings held by the developers were more like a controlled sales presentation.  They provided no platform for those who oppose this development to speak.  I understand that one opponent who was loud in his opposition was removed by the Broward County Sheriff department at the request of the development group.

And  finally, the representing attorney claims that they have the support of the people and the neighboring HOA's (Home Owners Association).  I have communicated directly to the President of Phase I HOA - Linda Trotter, to the President of Phase II HOA - Bob Freund, and to the President of the Crystal Lake Recreation Board - Robert Dowling;  they all state that they are and have been in opposition to ( do NOT support ) the development proposals of Crystal Lake Golf Club.

The golf course belongs to the community of Crystal Lake.  The driving range belongs to the golf course.  It is now more urgent than ever to call for an emergency moratorium on the construction that is occuring on the driving range portion of Crystal Lake Golf Club!

Sincerely,

Jerry Lee                      4311 Crystal Lake Dr. #302      Deerfield Bch., Fl 33064





 

 

1st Letter                                                                                                            

April 4th, 2017 

I am here to discuss the development proposals to displace an existing beautiful golf course called 

Crystal Lake Golf Club located in Deerfield Bch. Florida.  This once was a thriving community boasting 

two golf courses.  Now it is a community in need of revitalization that needs to save the last remaining 

golf course. 

To begin, the highest and best use of the land is just what it is now, a golf course.  Although there is a 

portion of society who despise the game of golf, a vast majority will contend for this golf course to 

remain as the highest and best use of the land.   Last September; despite the numerous oppositions of 

the people who attended the city council meeting,  our prior city council passed the first of two stages 

to change the zoning laws for a housing development to take place of the golf course.   This should 

never be allowed. 

Secondly, if the owners of the golf course are un-able to operate with a profit; then just like any other 

business in America that is un-able to operate with a profit, they must cut their losses and sell out.  

And so if the owners can not find a buyer, then the City needs to step in and make the purchase.   A 

Deerfield Beach Municipal Country Club will be a great enhancement for the City.  

Now some council members cite reports on the growing trend of golf courses; including municipal golf 

courses,  that are going out of business and it would be unwise or difficult for us to take on such a 

venture.   There is validity in this arguement.  But if we are to laydown to this arguement, then we 

will eventually anihilate all golf courses to development.  This is where the urgency begins.  Crystal 

Lake Golf Course is the last affordable golf course in Deerfield Beach that is available for the public.  All 

other courses in Deerfield Beach have been anihilated. 

And this is where I need to claim; - Every great city has a great Municipal Country Club.  There are 

numerous Municipal Country Clubs that are operating in the positive.  We need to to study these 

successful municipalities along with those that have failed and create a much needed and highly 

beneficial Deerfield Beach Municipal Country Club at Crystal Lake.  With this being a Municapal course, 

we will be able to offer extra-curicular activities to the students besides the tainted football activities.  

We will be able to offer golf camps to all ages.  As the City boasts to be in the top 10 cities in Florida, a 

competitive golf team will be a great addition to our ranking. 

Along with the golf course, we need to provide for practice and teaching facilities.  More specifically, 

we need to provide a driving range and putting green as well.  It is crucial for the success.  Currently, 

construction of a condominium complex has begun on a portion of this golf course that once was used 

as the driving range.  Some how, our past commissioners suspicially passed the zoning laws for this 

specific piece of the golf course to be developed.   Now as our past council has made this detrimental 



decision, just as any other entity that has made detrimental decisions, a price is to be paid.   

I beleive, our new City Council and Mayor of Deerfield Beach must call for an emergency moratorium on 

all construction on the land that is or 'once was' associated with Crystal Lake Golf Course.  For the 

better good of the people, this is a small price that must be paid by the City in order to reclaim and 

maintain the highest and best of the land. -A Golf Facility! 

Jerry Lee 

 



2nd Letter                                                                            

June 6th, 2017 

Bravo to Mr. Joe Miller!  At the last Coucil meeting concerning the matter of 

waste and recylcing, Mr Miller portrayed the type of cuorageous leadership that 

the people need, admire, and fully support.  Mr. Miller mentioned how several 

years ago Deerfield Beach was the leader of municipalities regarding recycling 

efforts.  That we should return to this leadership position among the 

municipalities and perhaps even provide a model to the nation.  Bravo Mr. 

Miller.  There are too many brilliant minds cultivating in our younger 

generations and too many advances in technology for us to not create better 

pacakaging products and recycling processes by now.  I support you fully and 

hope you continue to press forward. 

Now I would like you and council to extend this type of courageous leadership 

and apply it to another matter.  But first;  it is very important that we realize 

and accept the fact, there is much more value to an affordalble public golf course 

than the actual monetary revenues that are produced.  (And if you are unable to 

acknowledge this, then I believe you are unfit to be on the council.)  I want to 

clarify the status of Deer Creek Country Club.  Yes this golf course is available to 

the public, but the core foundation of that club is the semi-private membership.  

That means the price for the public to play is extremely high.  Ninety percent of 

your citizens will never even consider to play golf at their prices.  This is the one 

golf club for the wealthy.   

Not having time to discuss the travesty that is occurring in the largely gated, 55+ 

retirement community in Century Village where the last of their golf courses are 

planned to be annihilated, where vivaciousness has diminished, where property 

values have drastactly been reduced with no hopes to return, especially without a 

golf course; all that possibly remains for Deerfield Beach is Crystal Lake golf club.  

The last, affordable, truly public golf club. 

Tomorrow morning you must call for an emergency moratorium on the 

construction that has begun on the driving range portion of Crystal Lake golf 

course.  Pay the appropriate settlement to the developers.  Reclaim all of the 



land back to Commercial Recreational.  And then place a Referendum on the 

property to forever, here-on be used solely as a golf course. 

Now I would like to discuss our past election cycles.  Mayor Ganz, you 

mentioned at a Democratic Club meeting; that during your past campaign for the 

non-patisan position of Mayor, you encountered more partisan anger from the 

people during this election cycle than ever before.  You attributed this anger 

resulting from the recent Presidential processes in Washington D.C.   Mayor 

Ganz, is this a fair summary?  I would like to focus that attention as to how this 

anger is deeply rooted within the local government processess. 

To do this, I would like to reference the individual, independant study conducted 

by Mr. Bernie Parness.  He found; from the past nine golf courses located 

throughout Broward and Palm Beach counties that were proposed for 

development and opposed by the people, the people's record is 0-9.  Not once 

have the people been able to save a golf course from development.     

Yes, there have been  economic downtrends;  global downtrends, national 

downtrends and golf industry specific downtrends.  

The real underlying trend is that wealthy investor groups have taken advantage of 

the economic downtrends and purchased all of the golf courses at very low prices.  

They have the money, the power, and the time.  Then they would deliberately 

provide minimal or no maintenance to the golf course.  They 'cry wolf' that they 

can not make a profit.   And so finally they wil badger and/or swindle the local 

government and influence changes to the land use and zoning codes.   I believe 

this is criminal business practice.  These wealthy investor groups have adversly 

affected the local economy, adversly affected the local government process, and 

adversly affected the local quality of life.  

And for the City to use the reasoning that the owners of the golf course are going 

out of business in order to change the land use and zoning codes, is viewed by the 

people as just another form of 'Government Bail-out'.  Of course the people are 

angry, -angry with our own local government. 

 



Now, in addition to this past election cycle was the position for City Council in 

District #3.  Mr. Parness ran to replace the incumbant with the campaign to save 

Crystal Lake from development.  His campaign was set forth throughout the 

community.  The community spoke up, they went to the voting polls, and 

elected Mr. Bernie Parness to City Council.  The majority of District #3 do not 

want Crystal Lake to be developed.  Mayor Ganz, Council; you do not have the 

support of the people to develop this land. 

A result of Mr. Parness' election was his selection and Council's unanimous 

approval of me to the Planning and Zoning Board.  Thank you very much.  This 

is a tremendous honor for me.  I would like to read the mission statement 

located on the City's website in the section for the Planning and Zoning Board. 

"To plan and facilitate quality development and redevelopment, promote 

neighborhood sustainability, and facilitate the enhancement of the human and 

natural environment of the City" 

If I had a few more minutes to speak, I would break down each portion of  this 

compact  yet powerful mission  statement and describe how developing the 

last of our green space goes against every portion of the mission statement.  I 

would describe how every reason to save Crystal Lake and Crystal Lake Golf Club 

supports every aspect of the mission statement.  And I would describe how the 

community of Crystal Lake and many more communities throughout Deerfield 

Beach more importantly need some type of re-development and re-vitalization.  

For many of us will contend that Deerfield Beach has already been developed to 

full capacity.  That we can not handle any more increases in population.  I 

would like to remind the Mayor and Council that our city is confined by a set 

boundary.  We have a limited amount of space that we must sustain.  Tear 

down this golf course and there will be no going back. 

Do not get blinded by the investors and developers sales pitch.  For example, 

they claim they will add more afordable housing for Deerfield Beach in their plans.  

This is in addition to the requirements that the City has already fulfilled. First of 

all, the developers are going to use the waiting game and ask the council to 



change this stipulation some time in the future.   Secondly, since the City has 

already fulfilled the fair housing requirement, is evidence that we have already 

reached full development in our City. 

Another blinding sales pitch is that they will be able to improve traffic conditions 

after development.  With their complicated and manipulative algorithm's they 

say adding another traffic signal will offset the increase of population.  The 

people see 500 homes proposed for the golf course, plus 500 condominiums on 

the driving range, plus another traffic signal and you expect us to believe traffic 

conditions will be improved?  This sales pitch is just an insult to common sense.  

Of course the people are angry.   

For the better good of the people, to ensure a healthy future for Deefield Beach, 

please cut our losses now and call for a moratorium on the beginning stages of 

that construction at Crystal Lake Golf Course.  Be the courageous leader that the 

people need, admire and fully support. 

 

Jerry Lee             4311 Crystal Lake Dr. #302 

                              Deerfield Bch. FL 33064 

 

 



Third letter                                                                                       

July 5, 2017 

To City Commission, 

I am uncomfortable presenting myself in opposition to these development plans 

of Crystal Lake golf course, this is not something I ordinarily do.  My passion on 

this subject certainly affects my public speaking skills.  All be it, I stand by every 

thing I have written on paper.  And at the same time, I find it very concerning 

how the representing attorney of  the development proposal has found so much 

comfort in lobbying land use changes.  I perceive that he solicits such grand 

changes to our environment and economy with the greatest of ease. 

I am allowed three minutes to speak per meeting and now I submit a third letter; 

for the record, adding more to the list of disputes and contradictions.  Yet the 

attorney has the ability to respond to all matters at a meeting with no time limit.  

I find this to be un-fair.  His top priority is not in the best interest of the people 

but rather the highest profit that he and the development group can obtain. 

 

To add to the contradictions, the attorney promises side-walks and safe travel for 

bicycles in his proposal.  This is a wonderful selling point.  Some how we lost 

focus that this promise is only for his proposed privately gated community.  

Nothing will be of benefit to the existing community.  As a matter of fact, this 

will just increase the chance of fatality for those who are currently neglected from 

a complete side walk and safe bicylce passage. 

And this proposal to build a new fire station;  is something that the City has also 

neglected for many years, for which the City should be able to fulfill without the 

addition of another new housing development.  

A furhter selling point the attorney boasts upon is that the density of his proposed 

community will be of much less density than what the existing community 

embraces;  that it will be so much better than what is here now.  I challenge 

this exclamation as well.  There is a reason why this community was planned and 



developed the way it is with compact medium-high density residences.   

Surrounded by Green Rd., Military Trail, Sample Rd., and Powerline Rd., with the 

trash dump right across the street;  there are just a few access roads designed to 

accomodate this high density community.  All of which has been fully developed 

with the concept to encompass a golf course.  This ammenity is the space 

buffering such high density residencies and traffic.  This ammenity is part of the 

community. To take away this ammenity; this buffer, will negate everything for 

which this community was originally conceived.  I would like to provide evidence 

of this by referencing Official Records Book 3867 pages 435 and 437 as provided 

in my title insurance documents to my condominium unit on Crystal Lake Dr. 

 

Senator Gary Farmer and Representative Patricia Williams held a Town Hall 

meeting this past June.  They negotiate our State budget.  As Senator Farmer is 

assigned to the Committee of Environmental Preservation and Conservation, he 

stated at the Town Hall meeting,  - 'Most counties in Florida have turned down 

State funding to repair their county septic systems.  Reasoning  that they do 

not want to become the next Broward County.  In the sense; with clean water 

comes unwanted development into their small - sleepy towns.'  

I find this to be a horrible reputation.  These counties would rather infect their 

clean water rather than be over-run by development as exemplified in Broward 

County where the community of Crystal Lake is the perfect scenario.   But we 

have a chance to change this reputation. 

This is our chance to become a real leader of municipalities.  A chance to 

perhaps even provide a  model to the nation.  Put a stop to these un-wanted 

development proposals and call for an emergency moratorium on the 

construction at the driving range portion of Crystal Lake golf course.  

Commissioner Battle, Commissioner Miller, please, you have within your power to 

change your mind about this matter and reconsider what is best for the people.  

Please make this motion and the 2nd. 

If financing is a factor, then we should solicit the County and State for funding.  



Maybe we should consider conserving this property as Public Land.  Ten, 

Twenty, Fifty years from now, Deerfield Beach will be grateful that we saved this 

small little goffing coummunity of Crystal Lake.  Let us take the time to 

re-evaluate what is best for our future and put a halt to this current construction. 

 

Mayor Ganz, this past June at the Broward County Planning Council meeting, 

where you are a member of the Board;  after I spoke of how Commissioner 

Parness won his election on the campaign to save Crystal Lake, you then made it 

clear to the Council that the people do support this development proposal.   

I have talked to those people in my community and I asked them why they 

support this housing development?  It is that they are afraid of what the golf 

course owners will do to the property through neglect.  That atleast the 

developers will make the land look pretty.  Then I ask, would it be nice to have a 

golf course?  What if the City were to take over and make it a Municipal Golf 

Club?  They would say yes; that would be great, but the City would never do 

that!  So it is through fear and lack of faith for which the foundation of support is 

created.  This is not a healthy democratic process.  

Also Mayor Ganz, you give heart-felt statements as to how sad you are to see golf 

courses go to the way-side.  How golf courses were part of the background 

everywhere while growing up.  If you truly feel this way, then you must be able 

to find the value in providing (saving) at least one affordable public golf course 

with a driving range, (all pre-existing within a mere 120 acres) to a City consisting 

of over 10,000 acres and 77,000 people.  Just one affordable public golf course.  

Crystal Lake golf course is our last chance.   

Please Mayor Ganz, whatever has happened in the past can not be changed.  

What we have here in the present is an opportunity to do what is correct for our 

future.  Please call for that moratorium.  We will find the financing to save and 

revitalize this community and city. 

 



To finish with my concerns, our past City Council member Mr. Rosenzwieg has 

now been selected to the Broward County Planning Council.  Since he has found 

a way to continue in public service, I must point out that his projections on the 

population growth for Deefield Beach is to increase by 40,000 to 50,000.  This 

would be a 66% increase!  As the National growth average for the past eight 

years has been 1.8%, the discrepancy between projections and past average is 

alarming.  If these population projections are to become true, then we will 

certainly become the next;  over-crowded, un-desirable Los Angeles, California.  

-We must preserve this small golfing community of Crystal Lake. 

 

Truly yours, 

Jerry J. Lee II                4311 Crystal Lake Dr. #302 

 

 

 

 

 



 

4th Letter To Council,                                                      
July 20th, 2017 

Thank you for considering more contradictions and opposition to the housing 
development proposal at Crystal Lake Golf Club. 

First, our government leaders have been telling people that this proposition is a 
done deal.  By telling people that this is a done deal is an attempt to discourage 
people from voicing their opinion of opposition. This is a bullying tactic.  It is not 
a done deal!  The Broward County Commission is to make their second and final 
decision on this matter, on August 22nd, 10:00am.  If it passes there, then it 
goes back to the City for their second and final decision.  This is the normal 
process, but... 

Recently I have learned that legally, the devolopment group may petition the City 
to decide on this matter ahead of schedule;  before the Broward County 
Commission makes their second and final decision.  So right now; currently, the 
representing attorney of the development group is lobbying our City Council for 
their support in order to petition for this matter to be decided at the August 15th 
City Council meeting.   Legally they will be able to provide to the public the 
minimal two week notice.  This goes against the normal process and is another 
example of a bullying tactic being used to push a development proposal through 
with minimal opposition.  It begs the question, is this indicative as to how past 
development proposals were passed? 

Secondly, yes, the national golf association did report on the declining  trend of 
golf courses.  But they did not forecast total annihilation.  In addition to that 
same report, they also state that 'The number of players continues to increase'.  
(Reference the article "Golf Courses Declining as hundreds of homes rise" by 
Brittany Wallman - Sun Sentinel, March 22nd, 2017).  Those who support this 
housing development and the representing attorney for the developers fail to 
mention this part of that report. 

Since Deerfield Beach has obliterated three out of five golf courses, they have 
created a monopoly for Crystal Lake Golf Club to be the only affordable golf 
course in Deerfield Beach!  Basic economics describes what happens when 
demand goes up and supply goes down.  I firmly beleive that we have hit the 
bottom of this decline in golf courses and have reached an optimal level of supply 



and demand.  Soon, we will be sorry for not having enough golf courses. 

Third, the owners of the golf course claim they are operating in the negative.  In 
their most recent application, they state it as 'an underutilized golf course'.   I 
say this is false!  Crystal Lake Golf Course has been busy this summer.  4th of 
July was packed full of players.  This may be due to a new groundskeeper 
properly maintaining the golf course, thus causing players to return.   
(Reference the article "Crystal Lake Golf Club celebrates 52 years" by Gary Curreri 
- The Observer, February 2nd, 2017).  This supports my theory of the original 
owners deliberately providing minimal or no maintenance to the golf course in 
order to maipulate a reason for a land use change. 

Fourth, those community meetings held by the developers were more like a 
controlled sales presentation.  They provided no platform for those who oppose 
this development to speak.  I understand that one opponent who was loud in his 
opposition was removed by the Broward County Sheriff department at the 
request of the development group. 

And  finally, the representing attorney claims that they have the support of the 
people and the neighboring HOA's (Home Owners Association).  I have 
communicated directly to the President of Phase I HOA - Linda Trotter, to the 
President of Phase II HOA - Bob Freund, and to the President of the Crystal Lake 
Recreation Board - Robert Dowling;  they all state that they are and have been in 
opposition to ( do NOT support ) the development proposals of Crystal Lake Golf 
Club. 

The golf course belongs to the community of Crystal Lake.  The driving range 
belongs to the golf course.  It is now more urgent than ever to call for an 
emergency moratorium on the construction that is occuring on the driving range 
portion of Crystal Lake Golf Club! 

Sincerely, 

Jerry Lee                      4311 Crystal Lake Dr. #302      Deerfield 
Bch., Fl 33064 
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